Inversion and deletion mutants in Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage SPP1 as a consequence of cloning.
Properties of an inversion and a deletion mutant of B. subtilis phage SPP1 which arose during cloning are described. The results are related to the biology of this bacteriophage. In preceding communications from our laboratories (Heilmann and Reeve 1982, Behrens et al. 1983) we reported the properties of genetically engineered SPP1 bacteriophages, which could be used as cloning vehicles in B. subtilis. These phages contain a unique restriction site within a dispensable region of their genomes. In the course of cloning experiments using these phage vectors, we have occasionally observed the appearance of not only the original vector and desired hybrid phages, but also of SPP1 phages which had undergone extensive genomic rearrangements. Properties of two such phages, SPP1 inv1, which was found to contain a large inversion and of SPP1 delV, a deletion mutant, which defines an additional dispensable region of the SPP1 genome, are described in this communication.